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This volume of the Journal marks publication of our first CORP article (1) . It is a statistical essay 28 on best practices to minimize the probability of studies coming up with either false positive or 29 false negative conclusions. CORP (Cores of Reproducibility in Physiology) is an APS-wide 30 initiative responsive to a growing concern in biological research. This concern is the frequency 31 with which published outcomes cannot be replicated by other investigators.
33
While such concerns may have initially arisen with data from antibody-based molecular 34 techniques, they are equally problematic at all levels of physiological research. It is not a 35 problem per se for two purportedly identical studies to disagree, because if both are adequately 36 described, the reason(s) for discrepancies can usually be found, and this alone may considerably One of the most informative yet more chilling elements of statistical consideration is expressed 60 in Table 2 of the article (1). It is, for me, a major take home message. This table is saying the 61 following. Suppose I accept p<0.05 as the magic line in the sand, and I publish a paper revealing 62 results at this significance level. Pretty good, yes? Only a 5% chance my conclusion is wrong.
63
Now another research group -using EXACTLY the same protocol, reagents, experimental 64 subject types and numbers, hardware and software -repeats my experiment with equal expertise.
65
Having another group confirm the findings is the essence of the term "reproducibility". There is 66 an equal probability that their attempt to duplicate my work will fail (they will find p>0.05) or 67 succeed (they will find p<0.05). Think about that. There is no more than a 50/50 chance my with me (she will find p>0.05) for the wrong reasons: chance, rather than because I was wrong 73 and she was right. And so on.
75
In the months ahead we are looking forward to several more invited CORP submissions. As you 76 can see, these are directed at specific experimental procedures. • Measurement of respiratory impedance in animal models of pulmonary disease.
85
• Measurement of force and calcium transients using intact fibers from mammalian skeletal 86 muscle.
87
• Measurement of reactive oxygen species in skeletal muscle using fluorescence probes.
88
• Blood, plasma volume and RBC mass measurement 
